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Abstract. We derive exact formulas for the frequency of synchronized oscillations
in Kuramoto models with conformist-contrarian interactions, and determine necessary
conditions for synchronization to occur. Numerical computations show that for certain
parameters repulsive nodes behave as conformists, and that in other cases attractive
nodes can display frustration, being neither conformist nor contrarian. The signs of
repulsive couplings can be placed equivalently outside the sum, as proposed in Phys.
Rev. Lett. 106 (2011) 054102, or inside the sum as in Phys. Rev. E 85 (2012) 056210,
but the two models have dierent characteristics for small magnitudes of the coupling
constants. In the latter case we show that the distributed coupling constants can be
viewed as oscillator amplitudes which are constant in time, with the property that
oscillators of small amplitude couple only weakly to connected nodes. Such models
provide a means of investigating the eect of amplitude variations on synchronization
properties.
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1. Introduction
The Kuramoto model has been widely studied as a model of synchronized behavior in
complex systems, with a variety of applications [1]. In the simplest form the coupling 
is constant over the network, yet more realistically one would expect to have distributed
couplings which vary in magnitude with the node, or possibly with each link, of the
network. A further generalization [2] is to allow a variable sign for the coupling,
leading to a tension, or frustration, in the system according to whether the negative
couplings restrict or even prevent synchronization occurring. Generally, nodes behave
as contrarian or conformist, as dened in [2], according to the sign of the coupling,
although we nd here that other synchronized congurations can also occur. The
role of contrarian nodes in suppressing synchronization is discussed in [3], and general
properties of attractive and repulsive couplings are studied in [4, 5], sometimes for
identical natural frequencies [6, 7]. Of particular interest is the possibility of a glass
transition [8] (see the discussion in [2]), and we nd here numerical examples for certain
parameter sets in which some nodes display frustration, behaving as neither conformist
nor contrarian. For applications of phase-repulsive models, see the introductory remarks
in [9], including a discussion of activatory and repressory interactions in phase oscillator
models.
The conformist-contrarian model proposed in [2] consists of a system ofN oscillators
with variables i(t) dened by the N equations:





sin(j   i); (1)
where i are nonzero coupling coecients of variable sign that depend only on the node i,
and !i is the natural frequency of the ith oscillator. Three kinds of long term behaviour
are identied in [2]: incoherent states, -states, and travelling wave states, depending
on the various parameters and the initial values. The analysis in [2], which is restricted
to the special case N ! 1, has been extended in [10] to more general distributions of
frequencies and couplings i, see also [11, 12]. Phase lag eects combined with positive
and negative coupling strengths have been investigated in [13], but only for N !1.
Kuramoto models with variable (asymmetric) couplings i are well-known, having
been previously considered in the context of synchronization transitions [14], also in
power networks (see for example [15] equations (2.3), and [16] equation (2.8)), but
usually only for i > 0. Variable couplings also appear in communities of phase
oscillators, see for example [17] (with further references within) with both attractive
and repulsive couplings, and in phase-repulsive networks of oscillators [9]. Other recent
work examines the eect of a pinning force in a conformist-contrarian model [18] for a
system with identical frequencies.
Our considerations apply for arbitrary but nite N and for any !i. We show that
in the phase-locked synchronized system there is no distinction between -states and
travelling wave states, and we derive a formula for the synchronization frequency 
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which, as noted in [2, 11], diers from the mean of the frequencies !i. This explicit
formula provides information on allowable synchronized congurations, for example 

can be much larger than any local frequency !i, and singular points of the formula
indicate transitions to dierent congurations, as we discuss below. We investigate
synchronization properties as a function of the scaling parameter , dened as the
maximum norm of the N -vector i, and observe that  must exceed a critical value
for synchronization to occur. Numerical results conrm some of the properties found
in [2], such as the grouping of nodes under certain conditions as either conformist or
contrarian, but we also nd interesting exceptions such as frustrated congurations.
We show that the separation of nodes into two groups with a phase lag of , also
discussed in [3], is an artifact of the coordinate denitions, and that the coupling sign
can appear equivalently either outside or inside the sum over j in (1), as proposed in
[19]. In some cases the two models discussed in [2, 19] are dynamically identical, but for
very small couplings there are signicant dierences. We show that coupling constants
inside the sum can be interpreted as oscillator amplitudes, thereby resolving a diculty
regarding the modelling of amplitude variations in the standard Kuramoto model, which
is insensitive to distributed amplitudes.
2. Phase-locked synchronization
In phase-locked synchronization all nodes oscillate at a common frequency 
, and so





where the angles 0i are constant in time. We investigate analytically the conditions
under which these solutions exist, i.e. we study all solutions of (1) which take the
form (2). Such solutions comprise the synchronization manifold ([1], Section 4.1).
We investigate numerically the time-dependent properties of the system (1), such as
stability, and determine numerically whether the system converges to a solution of the









then 0 6 r(t) 6 1. We are interested in the asymptotic value of r(t), in particular
whether r(t) is constant for large t, which is characteristic of the phase-locked solutions










for some angle  , which may be regarded as the average of the angles 0i . A
constant asymptotic value for r(t) does not by itself demonstrate that the system has
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at some time in the asymptotic region, and then verify that
P
i j _i   
j is zero within
numerical error. This demonstrates that each node is oscillating at the frequency 
, i.e.
that phase-locked synchronization has indeed occurred.




together with ^i = i=, then j^ij 6 1 for all i, i.e. ^i is an N -vector of unit length in
the maximum norm. We regard ^i as xed and derive properties of r1 as a function of
, where  can be varied by rescaling the time variable t and the frequencies !i in (1).
By substituting (2) into (1) we obtain the N algebraic equations

 = !i + i r1 sin(   0i ): (6)
















The imaginary part, which reads
P
i(!i   















 is invariant under rescaling of the couplings i, and can become arbitrarily large if, for
example, !i=i is of order unity for every i and the denominator
P
i(1=i) is arbitrarily
small. By choice of reference frame, however, we can always set 
 = 0, since (1) is
invariant under i ! i + !0t; !i ! !i + !0 for any constant !0, and so we may always
choose 
 = 0 by a suitable choice of !0. There is therefore no distinction between the
-states and the travelling wave states identied in [2], each of which are characterized
by a constant value for r1, and for either of which we may choose 
 = 0 in a suitable
rotating reference frame.


























i = 0, with 
 given by (8), and i = ^i. Equation (9) has previously
been investigated in [20] (with positive signs only) and in [21]. If a solution r1 exists
then j!0ij 6 r1 6  for all i hence, for synchronization to occur, it is necessary that
 > maxi j!0ij. If ^i is very small for some node i then j!0ij is very large and so  must
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be correspondingly large. Generally,  must be larger than a critical value c, as shown
in [21], as also follows from our considerations in Section 5.2.
If the system synchronizes then (9) is satised for some combination of signs si
which are determined by the stability of the phase-locked solution (2). We conrm this
numerically, however it is not a priori evident as to which combination of signs the
system will select. In those cases where the synchronized solution is only locally stable,
we nd that the signs depend on the initial values i(0). For the standard Kuramoto
model for which i =  is positive and independent of i, we have si = 1 for all i, as
is proved in [20]. Consistent with this we nd numerically that for many, but not all,
cases considered below si = sgni, and so si = 1 whenever i > 0.
Consider now the limit  ! 1 in (9), with !0i xed, and let us assume that
lim!1 r1() is nonzero. (This is not always the case, see the discussion in Section
3.4). A solution to (9) then exists only if
P
i si > 0, since r1 > 0. If si = sgni,
which is the case for the results in [2], then at least 50% of the couplings i must be
positive, although this is neither a necessary nor sucient condition for synchronization
to occur. In the example discussed in Section 3.4 we nd synchronized congurations for
N = 19 with 10 repulsive nodes and 9 attractive nodes. If we choose identical natural
frequencies !i = !, then 
 = !, as follows from (8), and from (10) !
0








Of the many solutions r1 to (9), arising from the various sign combinations, relatively
few lead to stable congurations. We investigate the stability of any solutions
numerically, showing that there exist two types of globally stable solutions (Sections
3.2,3.3) as well as other locally stable solutions (Sections 3.4, 5.3), some of which
display frustration behaviour. Global stability implies that if the system synchronizes
for any particular set of initial values i(0), then it also synchronizes to the same nal
conguration for all other randomly generated initial values. Local stability implies
that the system synchronizes to a given conguration for some but not all initial values;
in some cases it may synchronize for all initial values, but to dierent equilibrium
congurations.
3.1. Numerical methods
We solve the evolution equations (1) numerically over a wide range of values for N , from
N 6 10 up to N = 1000. For the examples in Sections 3.2{3.4 we choose small N in
order to demonstrate various specic properties. We consider globally coupled networks
(all-to-all coupling), except as described in Section 5.3.
The initial values i(0) are selected at random from a uniform distribution in [0; 2].
For nodes with negative couplings the unit coecients ^i are selected at random from a
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uniform distribution in [ 1; 0), and for positive couplings from the interval (0; 1], with
an adjustable ratio of positive to negative couplings. We usually choose this ratio so that
50% or more of the couplings are positive, but with some exceptions, see the example
discussed below in Section 3.4. The couplings are normalized so that maxi j^ij = 1. The
natural frequencies !i appear in (9) only in the ratio !i=(^i) and so by a choice of scale
 we may assume that j!i=^ij 6 1 for every node i. Hence, for each i we select !i at
random from a uniform distribution in the interval [ j^ij; j^ij ].
We choose a value for  which is suciently large that the N inequalities (27) below
are all satised, which does not, however, guarantee that the system will synchronize,
and we then integrate (1) for 0 6 t 6 tnal. As a check on the accuracy of this solution
we verify that the constant of the motion dened by (23) below is in fact constant to
within a certain tolerance. Specically, we dene F (t) to be the dierence between
the two sides of (23), then we evaluate jF (t)j over a range of points t in the interval
[0; tnal] and nd the maximum such value, which denes the tolerance, i.e. the accuracy
of the solution. For 32-bit arithmetic this tolerance is usually of the order of 10 12, but
by increasing the precision settings in the integration routine we are able to achieve
tolerances of 10 40, sometimes much less. In particular, we have veried that the
synchronized congurations shown in gures 1,2, and their associated properties, are
accurate to within a tolerance of 10 40.
Having found a numerical solution we evaluate r(t) as dened by (3). Phase-locked
synchronization occurs, following an initial transient, at a time t = tasymp when r(t)
attains a constant asymptotic value. Failure to achieve a constant value can indicate
that: (a) a larger value of  is required, i.e. the chosen value for  is less than the critical
value c; (b) the number of positive couplings is not large enough to allow the system to
synchronize; (c) the system is only locally stable for the selected parameters !i; i, and
might synchronize for some, but not all, sets of initial values i(0). In order to determine
the accuracy of the synchronization we evaluate the maximum value of jr(t)  r(tnal)j
over a range of points t in the interval [tasymp; tnal]; if this is not suciently small (i.e.
close to or less than the tolerance achieved as described above), we increase both tasymp
and tnal, sometimes by several orders of magnitude, until jr(t)   r(tnal)j is less than
the preset tolerance for all t in [tasymp; tnal].





_i=N . We then verify that
P
i j _i   
j is numerically zero, i.e. is less than the
preset tolerance, which conrms that all nodes are indeed oscillating at the common
frequency 
, and that all trajectories i(t) are numerically indistinguishable from the
solutions (2) of the synchronization manifold. In all cases where synchronization occurs
we nd that this computed value of 
 agrees numerically with the formula (8). We
also verify that (9) is satised for some combination of signs si. As already mentioned,
synchronization occurs only if the percentage of positive couplings is suciently large,
and only if  is larger than a critical value which depends on the coecients ^i and
the frequencies !i. Evidently, there must be enough attractive nodes, and of sucient
strength, to overcome the repulsive nodes.
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The synchronized congurations are generally of two types, depending on the sign
of the denominator in (8), but we have also detected exceptional cases, discussed in











as appears in the denominator of (8). The congurations for which av > 0 are discussed
in Section 3.2, and those for which av < 0 are discussed in Section 3.3, and are in both
cases globally stable, whereas the congurations in Section 3.4 are only locally stable.
In our simulations the parameters !i; i are selected at random, so that zero values
of either the denominator or numerator in (8) do not occur, which also means that we
do not detect any special synchronized congurations that can occur only for particular
combinations of parameters.
3.2. Positive average coupling
If av > 0 and the system has synchronized, then (9) is satised with the signs given by
si = sgni. This is consistent with the results in [2], except that we do not distinguish
between -states and travelling waves, as previously explained. The repulsive and
attractive nodes each group together with contrarian/conformist behaviour, respectively,
as described in [2]. The example in gure 1(a) for N = 50;  = 30, with av > 0, shows
the synchronized nodes plotted on a common unit circle, with the 27 attractive nodes
marked in blue, and the remaining 23 repulsive nodes in red. The separation into
conformist and contrarian groups according to the sign of i is evident. The computed
frequency 
 agrees with the formula (8) to within the tolerance 10 40, and similarly
equation (9) is satised to the same tolerance. The synchronized conguration is globally
stable, and so the nal state of the system is independent of the initial values.
We evaluate the phase dierence between the two groups (red and blue) shown
in gure 1(a) by dening the average phase  of each group according to the formula
(4), except that the sum extends only over either the repulsive or attractive nodes. We
nd that the dierence between these two averages is approximately, but not exactly,
, corresponding to the fact that the two groups are diametrically opposed. This
corresponds well with Figure 1(c) of [2].
It is instructive to consider the special case in which the frequencies !i are identical,
!i = ! for all i, but where the parameters ^i are generated at random as described above.
Then from (8), 
 = ! and !0i = 0, where !
0
i is dened in (10), and r1 is given by (11). If
there are p positive nodes, N p negative nodes, and av > 0, then for the congurations
considered in this section (with si = sgni) we always have r1 = (2p N)=N , as may be
veried numerically. The conformist and contrarian groups are co-located, respectively,
i.e. the oset angles 0i given by (2) are all equal within each group. The phase dierence
in such cases is , within numerical tolerance, regardless of whether ! is zero or nonzero.
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3.3. Negative average coupling
The case av < 0 occurs when there are one or more small negative coecients ^i. Then,
provided the system has synchronized, we nd that (9) is satised with the signs given
by si = sgni for all i, except for one particular negative (repulsive) node for which
si = 1. This node corresponds to the repulsive node i of maximum value, that for which
1=jij takes its maximum value. We consider here the case where there is precisely
one such node. Because of the sign change, this particular repulsive node behaves as
a conformist. In gure 1(b), for which the parameters !i; ^i are unchanged from those
of gure 1(a) except for the value of ^i at the repulsive node of maximum value, we
have av < 0, and the plot shows that this repulsive node (red) is now grouped with the
positive nodes (in blue). Again, the synchronized conguration is globally stable.
For the case of identical frequencies !i = ! we have 
 = ! as before. If there are p
attractive nodes and if av < 0, there are p + 1 positive signs si, and so now according
to (11), r1 = (2p+ 2 N)=N . Again, all nodes are co-located within each group, with
a phase dierence of .
For both examples (a,b) synchronization occurs also for all values of  larger than
the plotted value ( = 30), with the respective groupings being maintained, except that
the grouping becomes tighter as  increases; also the phase dierence between the two
groups approaches  as  increases. We have also performed simulations for larger values
of N up to N = 1000, for randomly generated parameters i; !i, and nd behaviour
similar to that shown in gures 1(a,b). Synchronized congurations correspond to one
of these gures depending on the sign of av, and both the frequency formula (8) and
equation (9) are in all cases satised to within tolerance.
HaL HbL
Figure 1. Separation of nodes for (a) av > 0 into conformist (blue) and contrarian
(red) groups, and (b) for the case av < 0, showing one repulsive node (in red) grouped
with the conformist nodes (in blue).
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3.4. Locally stable congurations
There also exist synchronized congurations which unlike those in the previous Sections
3.2,3.3 are only locally stable. In such cases we nd that the signs si dier from sgni
at one or more nodes depending on the initial values i(0), as is indicated by the value of
r1 which takes dierent values depending on i(0). Stability for such cases is therefore
only local, and depends on a delicate balance of strength between competing attractive
and repulsive nodes.
Frustrated synchronization occurs when one or more nodes is neither conformist
nor contrarian. Two examples of frustration, for N = 19;  = 1000, with 10 repulsive
nodes and 9 attractive nodes, are shown in gures 2 (a,b), where the parameters i; !i
are the same for each gure, only the initial values are dierent. In each case there is one
particular node, the one corresponding to the minimum positive value of i, which does
not group with either the conformist or contrarian nodes. There is also one repulsive
node which groups with the conformist nodes, even though av > 0, as is evident in both
gures. For this particular example there are also other locally stable congurations not
shown, but always with the same frustrated node. The system synchronizes to one of
these locally stable congurations for any set of initial values.
This frustration behaviour is maintained as  increases to arbitrarily large values.
This occurs because r1(), regarded as a function of , becomes arbitrarily small as 
increases, and we nd numerically that  r1() is constant for large . By contrast, for
the congurations of the previous Sections 3.2,3.3, r1 is nonzero for large .
HaL HbL
Figure 2. An example for N = 19 of two synchronized congurations for identical
parameters but dierent initial values showing frustration, in which one node (circled)
is neither conformist nor contrarian, even for large .
There are also locally stable congurations to which the system synchronizes for
some initial values, but does not synchronize at all for other values. This can occur when
the frequencies !i are identical, for example !i = 0 at all nodes, with couplings i for
which av < 0. We have found an example with three such repulsive nodes, each with an
identical value for i that is also the largest negative value, where synchronization occurs
in which two repulsive nodes, not just one as described in Section 3.3, group together
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with the conformist nodes. Because the frequencies are identical all nodes group into
two separate co-located groups with a phase dierence of ; one group consists only of
repulsive nodes, the other consists of all the attractive nodes plus the two repulsive
nodes. We do not consider these congurations further, as our investigations are
restricted primarily to generic parameter sets, which take random values. We mention
other locally stable congurations in Section 5.3.
4. Phase lag equivalence
It is observed in [2] for the congurations analyzed there that contrarian nodes dier in
their collective phase from conformist nodes by approximately , see Figure 1 in [2]. This
is evident also in gure 1(a) above, and we have also dened and calculated the precise
phase dierence as described in Section 3.2. Since the signs that appear in (9) are given
in this case by si = sgni, the separated nodes correspond precisely to the positive and
negative signs of i. The equivalence of this model and the phase lag model of Sakaguchi
and Kuramoto [22] has been noted in [2], also [3]. We can make this equivalence precise
by writing the interaction terms of (1) in the form jij
P
j sin(j   i   i)=N , where




(1  sgni) ; (13)
and is equal to zero (i > 0), or  (i < 0). We consider therefore the following
Sakaguchi-Kuramoto model with distributed phase lag i dened by





sin(j   i   i): (14)
The model (1) is equivalent to the (14) with i replaced by jij, with a phase lag of
either i = 0 or i =  at the ith node. Dene
'i = i   i; (15)
then with respect to these 'i variables the synchronized nodes group together when
plotted on a common unit circle, since the transformation (15) aects only the repulsive
nodes. Hence, the -states, in which the variables i separate into two diametrically
opposed groups according to the sign of i, can be regarded as an artifact of the
parametrization.
To make this clear, we write (14) in terms of the 'i variables as:





sin('j   'i   j); (16)
where the phase lag now appears under the sum as j, but leaving the dynamics of the
system unchanged. The transformation of (1) into (16) by means of (15), with i given
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by (13), moves the sign of the coupling constant i from outside the sum, as sgni, to
inside the sum as sgnj. This means that the equations





j sin(j   i) (17)
can be equivalently written as





jjj sin('j   'i); (18)
where 'i = i i, i.e. the signs can always be placed outside the sum, for either model
(1) or (17).
The two models (1) and (17) have been discussed by Hong and Strogatz [2, 19]
with the conclusion that for the latter model \the -state and travelling-wave state
do not appear for the coupling type considered here" and that putting the coupling
inside the sum \makes a world of dierence". As we have shown, however, the two
models are closely related since the signs can appear equivalently outside or inside the
sum. Indeed, for the simplest case in which jij =  is independent of the node i, i.e.
every coupling is given by i =  for some scaling parameter , the two models are
dynamically identical, being related by the transformation (15). There are signicant
dierences, however, in other cases particularly for very small or large coupling strengths;
for example synchronization in the model (1) is sensitive to any small value of ^i, with
a correspondingly large scaling parameter  being required in order to synchronize the
system. (This is because in the limit i ! 0 for some i, the system cannot synchronize
because the frequency of the ith node is xed at !i). By contrast, if the coupling
j inside the sum is small for some node j, then that node has little inuence on the
synchronization properties of the system as a whole. This may be understood by viewing
the coupling j as the oscillator amplitude, as we now explain.
5. Amplitude dependence
A fundamental property of the standard Kuramoto model is that the dynamics are
independent of the oscillator amplitudes, as is evident from the dening equations (1)
which involve the phases i but not the amplitudes of the oscillators. As a consequence




i !i=N (putting i =  in (8)). Amplitude independence
was rst assumed by Winfree [23] (1967) who argued that in the limit of weak coupling
amplitude variations could be neglected, and that the oscillators could be described
solely by their phases along their limit cycles. This \phase model reduction" was also
used (1975) by Kuramoto [24] and later others [25], but we show that the assumption
of uniform amplitudes is unnecessary. In any case, there are models where amplitude
variations are signicant (such as optomechanical arrays [26]) indeed, the dynamics
of large systems which allow time-varying amplitudes have long been studied, see for
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example [27] (1991). Amplitude independence is essential, however, when the Kuramoto
model is regarded as a quantum system, since such systems are measured by probabilities
that are ratios of amplitudes, i.e. physical properties are invariant under a rescaling of
local wavefunctions j ii. The Kuramoto model (1) can be viewed as a spin 0 nonlinear
quantum system [28], with the normalized wavefunction given by j ii = e ii , and has
amplitude independent properties, as is appropriate for a quantum system.
Distributed amplitudes which are constant in time but vary according to the node,
without restriction, can be incorporated into the Kuramoto model by rst writing the N
dening equations in the following complex form (a special case of the matrix equations
given by equation (2) in [29]):
i _ziz
 1









j   zj zi

; (19)
where zi is a complex function of t, 
0
i are real parameters and (aij) is any real matrix.
The right hand side of (19) is real and therefore i _ziz
 1
i =  i(z 1i ) _zi , which implies that
zi zi, and hence the amplitude, is constant at each node i. The N complex equations
(19) are the Euler-Lagrange equations of a Lagrangian in which the amplitudes are
constrained to take constant values by means of Lagrange multipliers. More general
oscillator models with distributed amplitudes that are constant in time can also be
constructed by choosing the right hand side of (19) to be any real function of the
complex variables.
Parametrizing zi = ie
 ii , we may write (19) as





aijj sin(j   i); (20)
where i = 
0
ii. Evidently these equations combine the two models (1,17) proposed
in [2, 19], with the coupling parameter j inside the sum now regarded as the constant
oscillator amplitude. This requires j to be positive for all j but, as shown in equations
(18), negative signs can be moved outside the sum by the change of variable (15).
Models in which the summand contains the symmetric combination ij as in (20) are
well-known, see for example Daido [30] (1987) where the corresponding parameters si
are regarded as random variables. The model (20) has previously been considered also
in [31], but only for positive values of the coupling constants.
5.1. Synchronized frequency
We derive an explicit frequency formula, valid for arbitrary amplitudes i, which
generalizes the formula (8) for the common frequency 
 of oscillation in the synchronized















aijij sin(j   i); (21)
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where, assuming now that (aij) is a symmetric matrix, the last term vanishes by
symmetry (interchanging i; j). For synchronized solutions we have, from (2), 
















This formula has properties similar to (8), for example 
 is invariant under separate
rescaling of the parameters i; i, and can become arbitrarily large for small values of
the denominator and, as before, can always be set to zero by choosing a suitable rotating
reference frame. The formula (22) also applies to synchronized systems with nontrivial
network topologies, such as those considered in [4, 5, 14]; it is necessary only that (aij)
be symmetric.
















where i(0) are the initial values of the system. This equation holds exactly at all times
for all solutions of (20), whether the system has synchronized or not. It may be used to
eliminate any angle in favour of the remaining angles or, alternatively, as described in
Section 3.1, to provide a check on the numerical accuracy of any computation.
5.2. Static equations and critical parameters
We demonstrate that there exist critical values of the parameters i; i which determine
the onset of synchronization, by deriving properties of the static equations which
the synchronized system must satisfy. In this case i _ziz
 1
i = 
 and so, substituting
zi = xi + iyi into (19), we nd that the following 2N equations, quadratic in the 2N





aij(xjyi   xiyj) = 
  !i
0i





















where i = 
0
ii. If we x the variables xj; yj for all j 6= i, then ai; bi; ci are also xed,
and (24) describes a straight line aixi   biyi + ci = 0 in the xi; yi plane, which must




i in order for the system to synchronize. Intersection

















There are at most two solutions, corresponding to the plus/minus signs si that appear
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in (9). Stability considerations determine which of these solutions is attained in the
synchronized system.
This geometrical viewpoint shows that critical values of the underlying parameters
occur when equality holds in (26) at one or more nodes, i.e. when the line is tangent to
the circle in the xi; yi plane for some i. If the parameters !i; i are xed then there is a
critical value for each i, because for large i the line always intersects the circle (since
ci is small) but as i decreases, a critical point is reached at which the line is tangent to
the circle. If we write i = ^i , where  is dened by (5), and x i; !i; ^i while varying
, then there is also a critical value  = c at which the line, for some i, is tangent to
the circle. Since ci decreases as  increases, solutions to (24) then exist for all  > c.
It follows from (26) by means of the triangle inequality using jzjj = j, or directly
from (20), that
  !ii
 6 1N X
j 6=i
jjaijj; (27)
which comprises a set of N easily-checked inequalities that are necessary, but not
sucient, restrictions on the underlying parameters of the model in order for the system
to synchronize. Again, this applies for any symmetric matrix (aij), and hence for
arbitrary network topologies.
5.3. Numerical simulations
We nd numerically that synchronized congurations in the model (20), with distributed
amplitudes i, appear with properties similar to those found in Sections 3.2{3.4, in
particular the grouping of conformist and contrarian nodes corresponds to those shown
in gures 1(a,b). If the denominator in the expression (22) is positive, then the
conformist/contrarian nodes separate into diametrically opposed groups according to
the sign of i, but if the denominator is negative, exactly one repulsive node groups
with the conformist nodes similar to that shown in gure 1(b). These congurations
are globally stable, like those discussed in Sections 3.2,3.3. There are also locally stable
congurations similar to those described in Section 3.4. We provide examples here of all
such types for nontrival amplitudes i, including an example of a frustrated conguration
for a nontrivial network.
We select the unit N -vector ^i with variable signs as described in Section 3.1 and
dene the couplings i =  ^i for a scaling constant  of variable magnitude. The
positive amplitudes i are selected at random from a uniform distribution in (0; 1] (with
an exception for the example shown in gure 3(b) with respect to one negative node),
and are normalized so that maxi i = 1. We solve the equations in the form (20), with
the negative signs placed outside the sum, hence conformist and contrarian nodes do
not combine into a single group as observed in [19], but separate into two groups.
For gure 3(a), where N = 200 with 120 positive nodes and 80 negative nodes, the
denominator in (22) is positive and the synchronized nodes separate into two groups
according to the sign of i, with an average phase dierence between the two groups
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approximately equal to ; this dierence, calculated as described in Section 3.2, diers
from  by less than 1%. Figure 3(b) shows a synchronized conguration for N = 200,
with 100 positive and negative couplings each, where for simplicity we have chosen
^i = 1. The amplitudes are generated randomly as before, except that we have selected
one amplitude at a negative node which is two orders of magnitude larger than the
remaining amplitudes. This ensures that the denominator in (22) is negative and, similar
to the example discussed in Section 3.3, this negative node of largest amplitude groups
with the conformist nodes, as shown in gure 3(b). For both examples the systems
are globally stable, and we have performed the same numerical checks as described in
Section 3.1.
HaL HbL
Figure 3. Synchronized congurations with nontrivial amplitudes for N = 200 nodes
for (a) a positive denominator in equation (22) showing separation into conformist
(blue) and contrarian (red) groups, and (b) for a negative denominator showing one
repulsive node (in red) grouped with the conformists.
Figures 4(a,b) show two synchronized congurations where frustration is evident, in
which one node remains separate from both the conformist and contrarian nodes, even
for very large . For this example with N = 40 there are 24 positive couplings and 16
negative couplings, with the xed parameters ^i and i generated randomly as before.
The symmetric connectivity matrix (aij) is nontrivial, however, with elements equal to
either 0 or 1, where the zeroes are generated randomly; in this example 131 of the 780
elements above the diagonal are zero, and the remaining 649 elements are equal to 1.
The system always synchronizes, for  larger than a critical value, to one of the two
congurations shown in gures 4(a,b), depending on the initial values. Stability of each
conguration is therefore only local. As with the examples in gures 2(a,b), there is also
one repulsive node (in red) which groups with the conformist nodes, although here the
denominator in (22) is negative, unlike the example of gures 2(a,b). It is noticeable
that the relative positions of the nodes in the congurations shown in gures 4(a,b) are
maintained even for very large values of , as observed also for those in gures 2(a,b).
There are also other locally stable synchronized congurations which appear for
various random choices of the underlying parameters !i; ^i; (aij), generally for small
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N . We briey mention these in order to show that there are many dierent possible
congurations. In one example an attractive node behaves as a contrarian while another
repulsive node is conformist. In another example there are attractive and repulsive nodes
neither of which group with the conformist nor the contrarian nodes, i.e. frustrated nodes
can be a mixture of both attractive and repulsive nodes and, in another example, two
conformist nodes group together with the contrarians. As before, we have performed the
same numerical checks as described in Section 3.1, for example the exact solution (23)
is satised within the preset tolerance at all times, and the synchronization property,
that
P
i j _i   
j is zero within tolerance at or near t = tnal, is also veried, as are the
equations (24) which dene the synchronization manifold. The computed frequency 

agrees with (22) in all cases, conrming that this formula is valid also for nontrivial
network topologies.
HaL HbL
Figure 4. An example for N = 40 with nontrivial network couplings, showing two
synchronized congurations for identical parameters but dierent initial values; the
frustrated node (circled) is neither conformist nor contrarian, even for large .
6. Conclusion
We have investigated the Kuramoto model in which the distributed couplings can
have variable sign, and have shown numerically that various stable synchronized
congurations can occur, including some with frustrated nodes that are neither
conformist nor contrarian. We have found that attractive/repulsive nodes do not always
correspond to conformist/contrarian nodes, respectively, in the synchronized system. We
have considered the models proposed in [2, 19], with the couplings either outside or inside
the sum, and in the combined form (20), and have shown that although the two models
are similar or even identical in some cases, there are signicant dierences at very small
couplings i, as is evident from the explicit frequency formulas. We have interpreted
the parameters i under the sum as oscillator amplitudes, thereby providing a means of
investigating the eects of both small and large amplitude variations on synchronization.
We have shown by geometrical arguments that the underlying parameters of the model
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must exceed certain critical values and have also derived conditions such as (27), which
are necessary for synchronization to occur.
Because of their numerous applications we believe that these models merit further
investigation, in particular we have found that repulsive couplings aect synchronization
in subtle ways which requires further study. A minimum number of positive couplings,
for example, is necessary for synchronization to occur, even at large coupling strengths,
depending on the model parameters in ways that are not yet understood.
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